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When Mercy abandons Captain Elijah Hale to search for her true identity, he goes after her. With

the threat that bounty hunters might be hot on her trail, Mercy does all she can to stay ahead of the

danger, frustrating both the bad men who are after herÃ¢â‚¬â€•and Captain Hale who wants to find

her and escort her safely home. But when she stumbles upon clues that help her learn who she is

and where she&#39;s from, the danger escalates and she has to learn to keep her friends close and

her enemies even closerÃ¢â‚¬â€•if she can determine which is which! This is historical romance

with a blend of intrigue from beloved storytellers renowned for their work in film and print.Michael

Landon, Jr., son of legendary actor Michael Landon, is the award-winning producer of films such as

The Ultimate Life, The Last Sin Eater, Saving Sarah Cain, The Love Comes Softly series and the

new episodic drama When Calls the Heart. He and his cowriter in books and film, Cindy Kelley,

have authored novels such as The Silent Gift and One More Sunrise.
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A wonderful book..a wonderful series. I love this author..such depth in the characters, and a well

written and fully developed story line. This is an awesome series. You know that you have been

thoroughly touched by a book when you start reading the second in the series, and you have total

recall of book one! This is a delightful story..memorable characters..exciting reading. I couldn't put

the book down. Enjoyed it so much that I gifted my daughter with both book one and two. Well done!

I painstakingly waited and waited for this book! Don't want to discuss too much because I may ruin it

for others! Absolutely love the "extra" after the story ended, which ended quite beautifully. I

purchased the kindle edition and this was one of the best ones, someone did take the time to

edit!Am wondering, is there going to be a book 3? So curious to what ended up happening to Rand?

Characters: I love books that have complicated characters. If you've read the previous novel, you

know that Mercy is pretty complex. Suffering amnesia she has no idea who she truly is. But in this

book, we learn who she was before her injury, and it was a very different person than who she is

throughout the course of this series. There are quite a few other characters who end up being

different than what they appear as well. It is the people that populate this book that really kept my

interest.Storyline: I found the storyline in this book to be a bit, well, choppy. At times I was

completely engrossed with the book. Other times I found myself a bit bored-primarily in the first part

of the book. After about the mid-point, things started to really pick up and get interesting.My

Thoughts: I enjoyed the book. I wish the action was spread out a bit more through the story, but

when things were happening I enjoyed every page. Finding Mercy was the perfect sequel to follow

the first book. We learn about Mercy's past just as she does and at the end of this book, we aren't

really wondering too much more. I am curious what the third book in this series will be, however.

The series title references that it is a trilogy and this book seems to be a pretty good conclusion to

the first book. Hopefully, the third book will be just as exciting as these two have been.

Enjoyed the second book in the Mercy Medallion Series. Mercy tried every which way to getaway

from Elijah but in the end she needed him. She finally finds something out about her past and it

leads her to Georgia. She finds her stepmother and half siblings. They call her Charlotte they show

love to her at first. She gets Elijah to stay because she feels he is the one that she really knows. He

stays but has plans to leave. He falls in love with her as he is around her. In the midst of this he gets

shot by accident. Charlotte takes care of him. The bounty hunters come after her during this time as

well. Elijah saves her once again. It is also found out that ELIJAH is with the Union. That upsets the



family Elijah leaves to get the bounty off of Charlotte head. During his absence Charlotte sees the

injustice to the blacks tries to fix it. Gets in trouble with Klu Klux Clan by way of her own kin who

wanted to get rid of her. She also finds out that she owns the plantation not her stepmom. SHE

boots her would be family off. Has trouble again with the Klan Elijah and some of the townspeople

show up and help all is saved. Elijah and Charlotte story ends how it should.

Unlike other reviewers, I'd not read the first book in this series so had no idea what to expect. I'll

admit that part of the reason I purchased the book was the fact that it was co-written by Michael

Landon, Jr. and I was (as I'm sure other readers were) a fan of his famous father. I also enjoy fiction

set in that time period (Civil War) so.....it was a given, I'd want to read the book. I wasn't

disappointed - although, I wish I'd read the first book before this one. The fact that I hadn't didn't

detract from this book, though. I enjoyed the storyline, the characters were well developed and if

there were editing errors (one of my particular dislikes) I was so wrapped up in the story that I didn't

notice. I do intend to get the first book book - sometime - read it, and then re-read this one. I don't

notice a third book, but hope that another will be forthcoming. I'd love to know how this story "wraps

up:". Seeral questions still need answe ring and I'd like them "wrapped up".

LOVED IT! Can't wait for the third book in this series. This was one of those books that was so

good, it makes me wish I had waited until I could read all three in a row. Instead, it will just give me

an excuse to reread the first two when the third is finally released. So, why did I love this story so

much? It had a lot of suspense, intrigue, betrayal, (yet) loyalty and love. Without giving too much

away, I found myself wanting one particular person to go away, only to learn to love this character a

lot by the end. Mercy's character is quite complex. For someone with amnesia, she is sometimes

too trusting. Luckily she has some people with good character looking out for her. Some things this

book made me realize: 1. Some of the difficulties facing the slaves when they gained their freedom,

such as their illiteracy and the amount of people who cheated them. 2. Family isn't always blood.

The people who are your true family can sometimes look, act, and be totally different than you - yet

they are the ones who love you the most.

This book did not disappoint! I literally stayed up to finish it because I could not put this one down

either. My only disappointment is there isn't a third one. Truly the best author I have ever read. I

won't give it away, but I do think the ending will surprise you. It was suspenseful, thrilling, and

thought provoking. The historical aspects of this book were well researched and very interesting. I



highly recommend this read!
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